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Abstract  

This paper enriches existing valuation literature in a number of ways by presenting context-specific 

estimates of immaterial damage. First, it offers an estimation of value of statistical life (VOSL) in the 

context of a natural hazard (flooding). Next, as one of the contributions, alongside with less biased estimate 

of VOSL (€6.8 mln) it also provides estimates of the value of statistical injury (VOSI, €92,000), and of the 

value of statistical evacuation (VOSE, €2,400). 

Our estimated indicators are plausible and stay robust throughout various estimations. For flood protection 

policy in the Netherlands, a higher value of VOSL forthcoming from this research would imply 

‘underprotection’ under current conditions. Another important finding concerns the composition of the total 

value of immaterial damages, where value of fatalities or value of evacuation may dominate depending on 

the prevailing floor risk circumstances. This implies that, first, VOSL is not an adequate proxy for 

immaterial damages since it understates prospective benefits of designated protective measures. Second, 

spatially differentiated composition of immaterial damages should be explicitly considered to guide policy 

decisions. 

 

Key words: cost-benefit analysis, natural hazard, flood risk, stated preferences, choice experiment. 
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1 Introduction  

Flood disasters pose the biggest threat to the Netherlands among all natural hazards. And while the Dutch 

boast a long history of advanced flood protection, it continuously remains a matter of choices whether or not 

to make improvements to the current system. Thus, decisions should regularly be made with regard to which 

new protection elements to install, which to enforce, where and when. In the context of climate change and 

uncertainties related to the sea level rise, the ultimate art is to find some optimal level of protection also 

meeting future climate challenges (Costanza and Farley, 2007). This means that decision-making tools need 

to become ever more accurate so that adequate and financially sound decisions are made. Often, cost-benefit 

analyses (CBA) are used for these purposes (van Dantzig, 1956; Wijnen et al., 2009). 

One of the elements in cost-benefit analyses that as yet remains a subject of debate is the benefit of 

avoided immaterial damages, such as human losses (that is often monetized as the value of statistical life, 

VOSL or VSL, see definition in Section 4). Because an estimation of the VOSL is not always available in 

the context of a particular risk, it may be adopted from another context. So, in the Netherlands VOSL from 

transport safety is used in CBA of flood protection measures (Wijnen et al., 2009). This benefit transfer from 

one context to another offers but an approximation of VOSL. Also contemporary literature presents 

conflicting evidence on potential usefulness of benefit transfer to policymakers (Richardson and Loomis, 

2009, Baskaran et al., 2010, Alberini and Šcasný, 2011, Dekker et al., 2011). While valuation of VOSL 

might in theory be expected to stay stable independently of risk context, space or time, empirical studies 

witness differences in such valuations throughout risk contexts, countries and various moments in time. This 

means that no universal VOSL value exists; rather an adequate value of benefit of one expectedly avoided 

fatality should at best be measured in the particular context if major policy decision is to be made (Baskaran 

et al., 2010). For this matter, estimations of immaterial damage in flood risk context are scarce also 

internationally, and to the knowledge of the authors, are not directly comparable with the situation in the 

Netherlands (for example, Zhai 20061). Provided the need for immaterial damage indicators for flood safety 

                                                 
1 Floods in Japan, studied by Zhai (2006) are more frequent and thus more common events than floods in the 
Netherlands where flood probabilities are extremely low. This poses an additional degree of complexity on risk 
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context, we have undertaken a research in this area. One of the issues that characterizes this risk context is 

the presence of correlated risks. The problem in the elicitation of such risks is that risk valuation may be 

confounded if only fatality risk is valued. 2 

The objective of this paper is to estimate three immaterial damage indicators in the context of flood 

risk in the Netherlands and to provide composite valuation of immaterial damages.3 We consider value of 

statistical life (VOSL), value of statistical evacuation (VOSE) and value of statistical injury (VOSI). This 

research is novel in a number of aspects. First, we provide an estimation of VOSL in flooding. VOSL is one 

of the essential components entering cost-benefit analyses as a (best available) approximation of value of 

benefit of an avoided (or, rather, delayed) fatality in a particular risk context. This is one of the first efforts 

to elicit VOSL in the estimation context of natural hazards. Although we did not explicitly frame the 

valuation questions in terms of climate change, increasing flood risk in the Netherlands is a number one 

consequence of the climate change and thus this research can be positioned in the row of literature 

addressing monetary valuation of immaterial damages due to global warming (see for example Frankhauser 

and Tol, 1996; Frankhauser, Tol and Pearce, 1998). 

Another important contribution of this paper is a separate valuation of a fatality risk and a risk of 

getting an injury on the one hand, and valuation of a risk of getting evacuated on the other hand. For 

example, risk of evacuation, risk of getting an injury and, on individual level, risk of fatality are related and 

cannot be realized all at once; so if someone is evacuated from a flood-prone area, she cannot get an injury 

or die as a result of a flood; also, if someone could not get evacuated, then she runs a risk of getting an injury 

and a risk of becoming a fatal victim, as yet only one of the two can get realized.4 It is sometimes being 

suggested that VOSL estimates might be biased, or confounded, due to sensitivity of willingness to pay 

(WTP) to the scope of goods valued (see for example Svensson, 2009) as respondents implicitly include the 

                                                                                                                                                                  
valuation performed with the help of stated preference methods (as pointed out inter alia by Hammit, 1999). This 
requires more cognitive effort on behalf of respondents and may have a significant impact on risk valuation. This issue 
is addressed in more detail in Bočkarjova et al. 2010). 
2 We address the issue of confounded risk valuation in Bočkarjova et al. (2010) where we confirm VOSL sensititvity to 
the presence of correlated risks for some sub-groups of respondents. 
3 Also studies on valuation of material damages connected to flood hazard in the Netherlands have become available 
recently (Botzen et al., 2009 and Daniel et al., 2009). 
4 Essentially, injuries are also possible during evacuations as well. This is however a topic that is not broadly studied; 
an estimate of injured persons per evacuation is at best approximated by a number of traffic victims, see for example 
Kolen et al. (2010). In our case, to reduce the complexity of the choice experiment, we have decided to omit this detail 
and deal only with cases of evacuation, injury and fatality that are exclusive at the individual level. 
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valuation of a other risks related to a calamity when only VOSL is being measured. Explicit valuation of 

injury (VOSI) and evacuation (VOSE) alongside with VOSL helps addressing this issue. This means that we 

are able to arrive at indicators that are closer to the ‘true’ values of VOSE, VOSI and VOSL, which in turn 

will facilitate taking better public decisions concerning risk reduction measures and therefore should result 

in increased collective welfare.  

This paper is organized as follows. We shall first provide a description of the choice experiment 

conducted in the Netherlands. Then, we shall describe the model and provide a short summary of 

multinomial logit estimations, followed by a discussion of results obtained from advanced mixed logit 

estimations of VOSL, VOSI and VOSE, and concentrate in particular on the VOSL values. Next, we shall 

provide calculations for composite valuation of immaterial damage for two representative areas. The paper 

will be finalized with conclusions and policy implications. 

 

2 The methodology 

Stated preference modeling (SP), and in particular choice experiments, is one of the state-of-the-art 

techniques that is currently widely used in valuation of intangible goods for which (directly or indirectly) no 

markets exist. Because of non-existent markets, realized choices of consumers cannot be observed, and 

therefore their ‘revealed preferences’ cannot be measured, at least not directly. Using SP methodology, the 

researcher creates a setting where, depending on the context, (artificial) goods are traded in artificial 

markets. By asking respondents to make choices in such situations, their intended behaviour is obtained, 

from which ‘stated preferences’ can be derived. The areas where SP is widely used include environmental 

studies, health care, transport and labour economics (see for example de Blaeij et al., 2003; Dekker et al., 

2011; Kluve and Schaffner, 2008; Bellavance et al., 2009). The VOSL that is derived by means of these 

techniques is often used in cost-benefit analyses as a (best available) approximation of value of an avoided 

fatality in a particular risk context (see Viscusi and Aldy, 2003).  

When a choice experimental setting is applied, respondents usually receive some general information 

about the nature of risk, as well as some explanation of the present average risk level. This is done in an 

effort to obtain well-informed choices in a clearly defined situation. Choice cards usually present a number 

of alternatives defined by the researcher. The choice cards are constructed in such a way that there is enough 
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variation in attribute levels (such as risk and monetary payment) to be able to value individual choice 

parameters. 

 

2.1 The choice experiment 

Our study was carried out using an internet questionnaire conducted in October-November 2008 among 

about 530 respondents located in four regions of the country (see Figure 1): coastal areas of Central Holland 

and Zeeland; and riverside areas of island of Dordrecht and the Betuwe (Land van Heusden / de Maaskant). 

The overall sample as well as regional sub-samples are representative and were drawn from a commercial 

respondent panel (TNS-NIPO, see Table 1).  

Table 1. Overview of demographic characteristics of respondents in the sample. 

Demographic variable Sample average 

Males 38.55%  

Rural inhabitants 10.06% 

Higher education 29.05% 

High income a 16.76% 

Income not stated 30.73% 

Age 18-34 13.78% 

Age 35-64 32.03% 

Age 65 and older 54.19% 

Excellent health condition b 58.85% 
 

N respondents 537 

a High income measured as respondents with income in 8th-10th deciles of national income distribution. 
b Self-estimated health condition, measured at 8 to 10 on a scale from 0 to 10. 
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Figure 1. Map of the Netherlands with safety standards for the dike-rings. Surveyed areas circled.  
Before presenting respondents with hypothetical choices on their flood safety, we first provided them 

with extended textual and visualized information about the actual average yearly probability of flooding, the 

probability of dying in an event of flood, and the yearly probability of fatality due to flooding in their place 

of residence. The probabilities varied depending on the specific dike-ring (see Table 2). 

Table 2. Average assumed probabilities per dike-ring area  

 Overtopping 
probability (yearly) 

Probability of dying 
in an event of  

flood a,b 

Probability of 
fatality due to 

flooding (yearly) 

dike-ring 14  
(Zuid Holland) 

1 : 10,000 1% 1 : 1,000,000 

dike-rings 28, 29, 30 
(Zeeland) 

1 : 4,000 1% 1 : 400,000 

dike-ring 22  
(Dordrecht) 

1 : 2,000 0.1% 1 : 2,000,000 

dike-ring 36  
(Land van Heusden /  

de Maaskant) 

1 : 1,250 0.1% 1 : 1,250,000 

a Mortality rates per dike-ring in the Netherlands were defined based on Klijn et al. (2004), WL|Delft Hydraulics (2007) 
and Jonkman et al. (2009). 
b While explained probabilities of dying given an event of flooding do vary by dike-ring (1% for the coastal areas and 
0.1% for the riverside areas), shown yearly probabilities of dying due to flood in the choice cards are the same for all 
respondents, and are fixed in this choice experiment to 1% of the yearly probability of flooding. 

 

In addition to explaining actual probabilities also visual aids such as probability grids and a risk ladder 

were provided. In a so-called risk ladder the probability of fatality due to flooding was brought in 
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perspective with other average yearly risks of dying in the Netherlands.5 After that, the choice situation was 

explained and respondents were offered the choice cards. The design was generated in Sawtooth 

software (complete enumeration method), and its levels are balanced. It is an orthogonal design, 

that produces unbiased estimates for simulated responses. The design consists of 15 blocks, so that 

each respondent was presented with 5 cards containing two (labeled) alternatives. 

This choice experiment included 2 alternatives; ‘status quo’ or an ‘opt-out’ alternatives were not 

necessary in our case as we were aiming at valuing particular attributes of the choices (like risk of fatality, 

risk of injury or evacuation) to obtain valuation of changes in risk around the current risk level, and not the 

value of the entire alternative. Also, the valuation we were performing did not have to do with the provision 

of a new good (which may or may not be acquired), but rather incremental changes in the existing good 

(flood protection), which is in fact a public good supplied to all residents of the flood-prone areas. Thus, we 

were able to avoid the reference point bias connected to the presence of a ‘status quo’ alternative (Chernev, 

2004), and the non-response bias connected to the presence of an ‘opt-out’ alternative (Kontoleon and Yabe, 

2003, Bonnichsen and Ladenburg, 2010). 

Our respondents were asked to make a choice – a ‘purchase decision’ – between two hypothetical 

houses that were suggested to be similar in any other respect, yet different in terms of flood safety 

characteristics (see the precise wording of the choice situation in Appendix A). These characteristics, or 

choice attributes, describing the place of residence depended on the type of alternative. In one of the 

locations (alternative A) there was a possibility for a timely evacuation from the area before a flood, and 

thus this alternative was described by a flood risk (in the coming 50 years), evacuation risk described by a 

probability of preventive evacuation (in the coming 50 years) and the level of water board tax, or yearly 

payment. The other alternative did not presuppose evacuation (area B)6 and therefore it was described by a 

flood risk (in the coming 50 years), fatality risk described by a probability of dying due to flooding 

(expressed in terms of average number of fatalities per 400.000 inhabitants in the coming 50 years), risk of 

injury (expressed in terms of average number of injured persons per 400.000 inhabitants in the coming 50 

                                                 
5 Before the final version of the questionnaire was administered, it went through a pilot testing in a focus group. Report 
on the pilot survey is found in Bočkarjova et al. (2008a). 
6 Studies on evacuation in the Netherlands support an argument for impossibility of evacuation in coastal areas, see 
Jonkman (2007); Kolen and Helsoot (2011). 
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years) and payment described as the respective level of water board tax per year in euros. The following 

numbers of attribute levels were considered in this choice experiment: P(evacuation): 5 levels; P(fatality) 

attribute: 5 levels; P(injury): 5 levels; Tax attribute: 3 levels (see Appendix B for the levels). This was a 

second experiment in a row for these respondents (see Bočkarjova et al., 2010 for an analysis of the other 

experiment). 

 

3 The model 

In discrete choice modeling it is assumed that respondents attach some particular level of utility to each 

presented alternative, and that the choice is made in favour of an alternative with higher utility. Usually 

(Henscher et al., 2008), a respondent’s m utility of alternative i is defined as Uim = Vim + εim, where Vim part 

is observed (and thus can be measured) by the researcher via the predefined attributes of the alternative, and 

εim is the unobserved part of respondent’s utility of alternative i, which accounts for all other properties of 

the alternative not included by the researcher.  

In this choice experiment we offered respondents a choice between two houses, similar otherwise, but 

different in terms of flood safety: one is located in an area where preventive evacuation is possible, and 

another area where no evacuation is possible, and therefore all inhabitants run some risk of being injured 

during a flood or of dying in a flood. Thus, we have two labeled alternatives, different in 4 attributes: the 

first alternative includes the probability of evacuation in a polder - xPev and the municipal tax level, xT. The 

second one with the probability of injury - xPinj; the probability of fatality due to flooding – xPf; and the 

respective level of local tax per year in euros – xT.7 The second alternative includes the ASC, the alternative 

specific constant. Therefore, respondent’s m utility function can be written for each alternative as: 

TTPevPevm xxASCevacuationV  )(    [1a] 

TTPinjPinjPfPfm xxxevacuationnoV  )(   [1b] 

Note that ASC in [1a] captures the difference in individual utility between the two labeled alternatives 

(in our case, the alternative that provides a possibility for evacuation compared to the one that does not). 

Inclusion of ASC(evacuation) also means that respective coefficients of choice attributes will capture the 

                                                 
7 For reasons of ease of explicability, also P(flood) was shown on the card for each alternative, which was 100 times 
greater than P(fatality), corresponding to 1% fatality rate at the event of a flood. 
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marginal valuation of the particular attribute. Also note that the monetary attribute in the two utility 

equations has the same coefficient, βT, which presumes the same marginal utility of money for all 

respondents across both alternatives. 

When beta coefficients in the utility functions are estimated, our indicators of interest can be obtained. 

In a basic model as defined by [1a,b], the VOSL, which is a trade-off between money and a decrease in risk 

level at the margin. Essentially, VOSL is a marginal rate of substitution between risk and welfare, and is 

thus determined as the marginal utility of fatality risk divided by the marginal utility of money to the 

respondents, so that: 

T

Pf

T

Pf

xU

xU
VOSL










/

/
     [2] 

We emphasise that, as [2] makes clear, the VOSL is not a monetary value of a human live; it rather 

represents an average willingness to pay of a group of people for a marginal reduction in their average 

mortality risk. Because we are talking in statistical terms about a reduction of yearly expected number of 

fatalities, aggregate willingness to pay can be expressed as an amount of money per single avoided 

premature ‘statistical’ death, which is in fact VOSL. 

Similar to the VOSL, the value of a statistical evacuation, VOSE, is the monetized benefit of an 

avoided inconvenience associated with a preventive evacuation when flood is expected. It is determined as 

the marginal utility of evacuation inconvenience divided by the marginal utility of money to respondents, so 

that TPevVOSE  . Furthermore, this experiment allows computing the value of a statistical injury, 

VOSI, which is a trade-off between money and a decrease in the probability of an injury risk at the margin, 

is therefore determined as the marginal utility of inconvenience due to injury divided by the marginal utility 

of money to respondents: TPinjVOSI  . This means, that the goal of running model [1a,b] is the 

estimation of respective attribute beta’s, where the ratios ( TPf  , TPev   and TPinj  ) provide an 

estimate of the indicators in question, VOSL, VOSE and VOSI, respectively.  

 

4 Results  

4.1 Valuing flood risk: MNL estimations 
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To elicit individual preferences with regard to flood risk in the Netherlands, we have a choice experiment 

with two labeled alternatives: one with the possibility for precautionary evacuation, and another without 

such a possibility. A basic multinomial logit (MNL) model run for this experiment showed that respondents’ 

choices between the suggested alternatives were governed by the changes in the risk of evacuation, the risk 

of flooding and the tax; the risk of injury remained statistically insignificant in all basic estimations. 

Moreover, the statistically significant alternative-specific constant testifies of systematic preferences of 

respondents towards the alternative with an evacuation possibility provided the assumption on linear 

coefficients. Alternatively, ASC may be reflecting the non-linearity of the marginal utilities of risks.8 

 

Table 3. Overview of main MNL estimates (CI95% in parenthesis a). 

 
Basic  

MNL model 
Extended  

  MNL model b 

VOSL (value of statistical life) 
€6.84 mln  

(4.126 – 9.543) 

€7.04 mln  

(3.114 – 10.966) 

VOSI (value of stat. injury) 
€92,183  

(-30,092 – 214,458) 

€95,689  

(-25,881 – 217,258) 

VOSE (value of stat. evacuation) 
€2,517  

(1,116 – 3,919) 

€2,554  

(1,345 – 3,762) 
a calculated using the delta method. 
b indicators are weighted at covariate sample means 

 

The average value of statistical life, VOSL, in our basic MNL logit estimations is about €6.8 mln  - see 

Table 3 (which is within an expected range of €2 to €14 mln for European studies, see Kluve and Schaffner, 

20089); the average value of evacuation inconvenience, VOSE, is €2,500; the average value of injury, VOSI, 

is €92,200 (which might be seen as slightly high for a middle-range injury, but yet in the range of values 

                                                 
8 We tested for and found evidence in favor of non-linearity in marginal utilities of risks depending on the risk level 
using dummy variables (results not reported in this paper but are available from the authors on request). 
9 In the view that our estimated VOSL excludes a part of immaterial damages that might otherwise be implicitly 
included in the valuation, such as the value of evacuation or value of injury due to flooding, it might be considered 
slightly high. This may be caused by money-risk trade-offs that involve unusually small changes in probability used in 
our experiment (in the order of 1,5*10-6 to 9*10-6) – as found by de Blaeij et al. (2003), VOSL decreases under-
proportionally as the valuated change in risk decreases. Another cause may be perhaps the willingness to avoid flood 
catastrophe as a no-‘rival rationality’ condition for valuation (following Sustein (2000, pp.30-31), other no-‘rival 
rationality’ conditions for people to be willing to pay a higher premium are: i) to avoid deaths that involve a high 
degree of pain and suffering; ii) to protect children; iii) to devote more resources to protect against dangers when the 
costs of risk avoidance are high; iv) to protect vulnerable or traditionally disadvantaged groups against certain risks ). 
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found elsewhere in the literature, like Viscusi and Zeckhauser 199410 and Shanmugam 2000, as well as de 

Brabander 2007). Statistical insignificance of risk of injury parameter (see Table C1) might be due to 

variations in individual interpretations of the term ‘injury’, which due to the character of possible injuries 

received in flooding was not described explicitly as a light or a heavy injury, but rather as a middle-range 

injury (see Ahern et al. 2005). Another possibility is correlations in valuation with other experiment 

attributes. This will be captured by estimating mixed logit models discussed in the following sections. Split-

sample analysis (basic model) revealed significant differences in valuation of flood risk among respondents 

with various education levels, age and health condition. 

An extended model was run to test the main effects of the independent covariates of our interest, such 

as income, age, education, gender, health condition, prior water-calamity experience and place of residence. 

The utility functions in the model then take the form: 

)()(   TYiYiTTPevPevm xxxxASCevacuationV   [3a] 

)()(

)(

 



PfZiZiTYiYi

TTPinjPinjPfPfm

xxxx

xxxevacuationnoV




  [3b] 

Where the three summation terms represent independent variable interactions with one of the experiment 

attributes: )(  PfZiZi xx stands for interaction terms of covariates xZi with risk attributes P(fatality).11 

The other term, )(  TYiYi xx , stands for interaction terms of covariates xYi with the monetary attribute 

Tax.  

Table C2 in the Appendix shows the results of this extended MNL model. In the extended model where 

multiple covariates were included simultaneously, only effects of age and health condition prevailed (with 

education effect faded away), and the effect of own prior experience with flood or evacuation gained 

prominence. While the age and health condition relations with willingness to pay for decreases in risk were 

not unexpected (WTP increases with age, and decreases as the individual’s estimation of the own health 

                                                 
10 Viscusi and Zeckhauser (1994, p.35) in their revealed preference study of injury valuations use a similar definition of 
injury, and also find similar monetary valuations of injury: “In the case of injury valuations, the midpoint estimate for 
an injury severe enough to lead to a lost workday (which of course includes much more severe injuries as well) is 
50,000USD. … Empirical estimates suggest that the social value of injuries may be 50% larger than this amount.” 
11 In the process of selection of the preferred model, we have also tested MNL models where covariate interactions 
were included with the other two risk attributes, P(injury) and P(evacuation). These interaction, however, remained 
insignificant and are therefore not considered in the preferred model [3a,b]. 
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condition improves),12 the association between prior experience with floods and WTP turned out to be 

somewhat surprising. The negative sign of this coefficient may be due to either ‘adverse availability 

heuristic’ (underestimation of individual future probability of getting repeatedly involved in similar events), 

or ‘calamity impact discounting’ (underestimation of future calamity impact due to minor damages incurred 

in a similar event in the past), see Bočkarjova et al. (2009).  

In the next sections we shall report on our main findings based on the mixed logit estimations. 

                                                 
12 In the test phase, age, health and gender dummies were also interacted with the risk attributes, but this did not yield 
statistically significant results. So, in the preferred extended MNL model, as shown in Table C2, the covariates that are 
interacted with the tax attribute are: high income, no income stated, age, health condition, gender and own property; the 
covariates that are interacted with the P(fatal) attribute are: rural, coastal area and prior experience.  
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4.2 Valuing flood risk: mixed logit estimations 

We use the mixed logit model to estimate the models of the type [1a,b] and [3a,b] (basic and extended 

versions, respectively). This means that one or more of the choice attributes will be assumed to vary 

randomly following a specified distribution, in order to capture individual heterogeneity in risk valuation, 

such that )|(  f~ , where   stands for characteristic parameters (such as mean and variance) of the 

respective distributions of the choice coefficient   over the population. The assumed mixing distributions 

are often normal, uniform, triangular or lognormal. For all models we have included a panel structure, and 

the models were estimated using the Limdep 4.0 software. 

We have estimated a number of models before choosing the preferred model formulation (which will 

be discussed in the next section).  

We have assumed first that individuals might differ in their valuation of the two alternatives in our 

labeled experiment. Thus, the alternative specific constant for the alternative with possibility of evacuation 

(ASC(evacuation)) was set random, following normal, triangular and uniform distributions (all with 1,000 

Halton draws). All of these models were similar in terms of resulting in a substantial improvement in log-

likelihood, and showing statistically significant coefficients for the constant term as well as for its standard 

deviation. Both results point at the presence of heterogeneity in tastes among the respondents regarding the 

valuation of the two alternatives. Also we could observe both positive and negative valuations of the 

constant term, which means that there are respondents who ex ante would prefer an alternative with a 

possibility for evacuation with a preference for zero probability of premature death (which provides a safety 

feeling), while other respondents are rather inclined to choose an alternative without such a possibility to 

avoid any evacuation inconvenience, in exchange accepting some small positive probability of a fatal 

outcome. However, the majority of respondents (60% to 80%, depending on the underlying distribution) had 

a positive valuation of the constant term. 

As a next step, in addition to the random ASC parameter, we have let three risk attribute coefficients be 

random for the risk of fatality (βPf), risk of injury (βPinj) and risk of evacuation (βPev), and we again checked 

for various mixing distributions for the risk parameters assuming normal, triangular, uniform and lognormal 

distributions (all with 1.000 Halton draws). To limit the number of model variants, alternative specific 

constant in the utility function of the alternative with the possibility of preventive evacuation was set random 
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with normal mixing distribution. In all these models, alongside with the assumed panel structure of the data, 

we have also looked at possible correlations between the four random choice attributes. For all models we 

could again see a substantial improvement in the log-likelihood function compared to the corresponding 

MNL model; however, heterogeneity of some risk attributes turned out not to be statistically significant. So, 

the standard deviations of the risk of evacuation (βPev) and the risk of injury (βPinj) attributes were not 

statistically significant at least at the 5% level. This means that variation in individual tastes regarding the 

valuation of injury and evacuation are statistically negligible and thus fixed coefficients would be a fair 

representation of the tastes of the whole sample. Variations in the valuation of the fatality risk (βPf) and the 

constant term (ASC(evacuation)) were statistically significant, and therefore we shall continue with a model 

where only these two parameters are set random.13 

4.3 The selected model 

Based on the results of a number of tested mixed logit model formulations described in the previous section, 

we selected preferred models (basic and extended) to be estimated, where we have left two random 

parameters with significant heterogeneity in taste: fatality risk (βPf) and the evacuation alternative constant 

(ASC(evacuation)). The constant was assumed to be normally distributed, while the coefficient of fatality 

risk attribute was assumed to have normal, triangular, uniform and log-normal mixing distributions. The 

models were estimated accounting for the panel structure, and assuming correlation between the two random 

attributes. The short models A (with choice attributes only) were estimated using 500, 1,000 and 5,000 

Halton draws, and we can see that estimated parameters (and thus VOSL as well as VOSI and VOSE) are 

sufficiently stable (see Tables 4, 5 and 6). The improvement in the log-likelihood function for all estimated 

models, compared to MNL models, is substantial and is statistically highly significant. 

Mean VOSL values for the basic model (A) are about €6.7 mln with normal, uniform and triangular 

mixing distributions of fatality risk coefficient; for the log-normal distribution VOSL is about €6.3 mnl (see 

Table 4). All these values remain fairly close to the multinomial estimate of €6.8 mln. 

                                                 
13 Recalling footnote 8, we may conclude that both observed heterogeneity and unobserved heterogeneity in the 
valuation of the risks of injury and evacuation appear to be not statistically significant. 
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Table 4. Basic model (A) and extended model (B): mixed logit with mixing distributions for 
ASC(evacuation) and P(fatal) and with panel structure – mean VOSL estimates (in mln €).a 

Model A  Mean VOSL value in mln € 

basic MNL model  6.835   

mixing distribution for P(fatal) attribute normal triangular uniform lognormal 

500 draws 6.938 6.921 6.927 29,336.290

1,000 draws 6.725 6.744 6.727 6.281 

5,000 draws 6.749 6.741 6.724 6.318 
          

Model B  Mean VOSL value in mln € 

extended MNL model (weighted)  7.040   

mixing distribution for P(fatal) attribute normal triangular uniform lognormal 

1,000 draws 7.172 7.172 7.167 6.919 

5,000 draws 7.197 7.184 7.171 6.985 
          

a mixing distribution for ASC(evacuation) – normal; correlations between attributes included. 

 

Extended models (B, where also socio-economic covariates were included in the utility function 

defined as in [3a, b]) were estimated with 1,000 and 5,000 Halton draws, and also show robust results. An 

example of such a model is found in Table C3 in the Appendix with assumed normal distributions of the risk 

parameter and the constant, for the case of 5,000 Halton draws. The number of observations is 2,685 (537 

respondents, 5 choice cards each). We can see that all estimated parameters of the choice attributes are 

statistically significant at least at a 5% level, including P(injury) beta that was not significant in the MNL 

models. Standard deviations of the two random parameters are significant, which supports an assumption 

that there is substantial individual heterogeneity in their valuation. The cross-correlation between the fatality 

risk parameter and the constant term ASC(evacuation) found in below-diagonal value in Cholesky matrix is 

statistically insignificant. Moreover, the diagonal terms from Cholesky decomposition matrix resemble the 

standard deviations of the random coefficients, which provides no evidence for cross-correlation between 

the two estimated parameters. Finally, this model also shows a very decent improvement in log-likelihood 

with pseudo R2 of 0.28 that is a clear advancement in the function fit compared to the respective MNL 

model with pseudo R2 of 0.14; AIC drops (see Tables C1 and C3). 

In Table C4 we present the results of an extended mixed logit model where also socio-economic 

covariates are included. Among the covariates, only interaction terms with the dummies for age, health 
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condition and residence in the rural areas turned to be statistically significant. We can see that younger 

respondents (between 18 and 35), urban residents as well as respondents with very good self-reported health 

condition (8 to 10 on the scale of 0 to 10) have a lower willingness to pay for the improvements in flood 

safety compared to older respondents, rural residents and respondents in a less good health condition, all 

other things held constant. The adverse effect of age on WTP might initially seem somewhat 

counterintuitive (Bočkarjova et al. 2009), provided the arguments on fewer expected life-years for older 

respondents. However, empirical studies provide mixed results on the age-VOSL relationship (Alberini et al. 

2004 and 2006, Krupnick 2007, Kim et al. 2009, Cameron et al. 2010).14 A possible explanation for 

increasing WTP with age in our case may come from the side of altruism argument (also found by Grolleau 

et al. 2009), when older people are in fact paying not only for their own decrease in the risk of premature 

fatality, but rather for that of the following generation that should be ‘secure’ of flood safety (this position of 

older respondents was also observed during the pilot).  

We shall further compare the obtained indicators of VOSL, VOSI and VOSE from all mixed models 

with various assumed distributions for the risk parameter (we recall that ASC(evacuation) parameter is in all 

models assumed to be normally distributed). We start with VOSL. 

Results of the extended model (B) estimations are also reported in Table 4. Here, mean VOSL 

estimates are about €7.2 mln for the normal, triangular and uniform distributions, and €7.0 mln for the log-

normal, compared to the VOSL of €7.0 mln from the multinomial logit estimation (all values are weighted at 

sample average values of the covariates).  

Taking a closer look at the distribution of VOSL values throughout the mixed logit models (see Table 

7), we can get an impression about the distributions. We have simulated valuations of the beta for fatality 

risk attribute (N=10,000) for all four distributions: normal, triangular, uniform and log-normal.  

This exercise has revealed some differences in the results that were nearly invisible when we looked at 

the mean VOSL values. Now, we can see that various distributions also produce various percentages of 

negative individual risk valuations per simulated population. For the basic model these are mere 2.8% for 

the normal distribution of the fatality risk parameter, 14.5% for the uniform distribution and a substantial 

                                                 
14 Also other literature in health studies (like Gyrd-Hansen 2003, Olsen and Donaldson 1998) support the decreasing 
WTP with age due to the decreasing quality-adjusted life-years. However, also studies on the value of statistical life-
years, VOSLY, (Hammit 2007) provide mixed results on the age-WTP relationship. 
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26.5% for the case of triangular distribution. Lognormal distribution by construction produce no negative 

valuations. So, for the basic model without covariates, lognormal distribution comes out to have the smallest 

range of VOSLs, from 2.4 to €12.8 mln, followed by normal distribution with €0.95 to €12.5 mln (we should 

note that while the mean values are about the same for the normal and lognormal distributions, the highest 

simulated value of VOSL with the assumed log-normal distribution is twice as high as that of the normal 

one, respectively, €39.6 mln vs €18.8 mln). Uniform and triangular distributions contain negative valuations 

in the 90% confidence interval: from €-1.9 to €15.3 mln and from €-10.1 to €23.9 mln, respectively. 

For the extended model formulation we have about the same fractions of negative valuations for the 

respective mixing distribution of the risk parameter, which translates into the respective estimated 90% 

confidence interval of the VOSL valuations compared to the basic model. We should note that for the 

extended model our computations were based on the mean covariate values, i.e. for a person with ‘sample-

average’ characteristics. We thus suspect that factual variation of VOSL within some sub-groups in the 

sample (such as men or women, high- or low-income respondents, or respondents with high or low level of 

schooling) might be higher than the variation reported in Table 5. 

Table 5. Mixed logit with panel structure (5,000 Halton draws) – mean values of VOSL estimates in mln 
€; mixing distribution for ASC(evacuation) – normal. 

mixing distribution for P(fatal) attribute normal triangular uniform lognormal 

Model A        

Mean VOSL basic model (A) 6.75 6.74 6.70 6.30 

% negative VOSLa 2.84% 26.46% 14.52% 0.00% 
     

Lower bound CI(90%)a 0.95 -10.10 -1.87 2.41 

Upper bound CI(90%)a 12.52 23.85 15.30 12.76 

Model B        
Mean VOSL extended model (weighted at 
covariate sample average values) – (B) 

7.25 7.40 7.17 7.00 

% negative VOSLa 2.17% 25.41% 13.21% 0.00% 
     

Lower bound CI(90%)b 1.29 -9.76 -1.55 3.09 

Upper bound CI(90%) b 13.08 24.66 15.93 13.13 
a computed on the basis of simulation 
b confidence interval is computed on the basis of simulation for a person with sample average characteristics 

 

The negative valuations that we obtain in the mixed logit estimations are essentially not unexpected 

due to the imposed symmetry underlying the three unrestricted distributions (normal, triangular and 
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uniform), and high heterogeneity in tastes for fatal risk reduction. The amount of negative risk valuations 

much depends on the chosen distribution. It is important to note here that estimates of mean VOSL as well 

as confidence interval for VOSL with assumed mixing lognormal distribution for the risk parameter, which 

is restricted to positive valuations and thus often produces inflated estimates, provide values that are very 

close to the normal distribution, which is symmetric and unrestricted. This observation provides some 

further evidence in favour of stability of the estimated parameters throughout various distributions, and thus 

robustness of the valued VOSL indicator that account for the panel structure of the data and individual 

heterogeneity in tastes. 

Table 6. Basic model (A) and extended model (B): mixed logit with mixing distributions for 
ASC(evacuation) and P(fatal) and with panel structure – mean value of injury (VOSI) estimates 
in €. a 

Model A Mean VOSI value in € 
basic MNL model  92,183   

mixing distribution for P(fatal) 
attribute 

normal triangular uniform lognormal 

500 draws 91,170 90,939 90,529 99,013 

1,000 draws 91,367 91,382 90,965 91,994 

5,000 draws 91,768 91,365 90,961 91,629 
          

Model B Mean VOSI value in € 

extended MNL model (weighted)  95,689   

mixing distribution for P(fatal) 
attribute 

normal triangular uniform lognormal 

1,000 draws 101,627 101,419 101,171 101,506
5,000 draws 101,840 101,505 101,181 101,192 

          
a mixing distribution for ASC(evacuation) – normal; correlations between attributes included. 

 

The valuations of evacuation and of injury follow the same pattern as VOSL (see Tables 6 and 7) and 

also resemble a robust pattern. So, mean VOSI for the basic model is found in the range of €91,000 to 

€92,000, while the reference multinomial point estimate of VOSI is €92,200. For the multivariate model 

these values are slightly higher, mean VOSI for the mixed models varies between €101,200 and €101,800 

compared to the MNL estimate of VOSI of €95,700. 
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Table 7. Basic model (A) and extended model (B): mixed logit with mixing distributions for 
ASC(evacuation) and P(fatal) and with panel structure – mean value of evacuation (VOSE) 
estimates in €. a 

Model A Mean VOSE value in € 
basic MNL model  2,517   

mixing distribution for P(fatal) 
attribute 

normal triangular uniform lognormal 

500 draws 2,396 2,393 2,387 2,386 
1,000 draws 2,385 2,379 2,376 2,321 

5,000 draws 2,383 2,380 2,377 2,333
          

Model B Mean VOSE value in €

extended MNL model (weighted)  2,554   

mixing distribution for P(fatal) 
attribute 

normal triangular uniform lognormal 

1,000 draws 2,404 2,399 2,394 2,356 

5,000 draws 2,402 2,399 2,396 2,371 
          

a mixing distribution for ASC(evacuation) – normal; correlations between attributes included. 

 

The estimation of the mean value of evacuation is about €2,400 for both basic and extended models, 

for all distributions of the fatality risk coefficient, which is meticulously close to the VOSE of €2,500 from 

the MNL estimates. 

 

5 Composite valuation of immaterial damages 

So far we have presented separate measures of immaterial damages in this paper, namely VOSL, VOSI and 

VOSE. However, it is just as important to know how each of the indicators contributes to the entire picture 

of immaterial damages, in case all of which are going to be used in cost-benefit analyses. For this purpose, 

we can use VOSL as an anchor, and so express the other two immaterial damages in relation to single VOSL 

(see also Zhai et al. 2003, and Penning-Rowsell et al. 2005). This means that we need to establish 

relationships between the expected numbers of fatalities, injuries and evacuated persons. 

5.1 Injuries vs fatalities 

The number of injured persons per one fatality depends on the type of flood, and might be different for 

various types of injuries (for example, a flash flood opposed to a dike overtopping). However, a number of 

longitudinal studies have shown that this ratio is pretty stable if we take a historical average of multiple 

events and various types of injuries. For example, in Japan the ratio of deaths to injuries is 1 to 10 (Zhai et 
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al. 2006), for the US it is 1 to 6 (Ashley and Ashley 2008). This means that it would be reasonable to assume 

for our case an approximate ratio of deaths to injuries between 1 to 5 and 1 to 10. In relative terms, given the 

level of VOSI of €92,000 and VOSL of €6.8 mln, the mark-up factor of the value of injuries per 1 fatality 

makes about 0.07 to 0.14 of VOSL. So in monetary terms, it would expectedly take about 74 injured persons 

to add to the total immaterial damage amount as much as 1 fatal incident. 

5.2 Evacuations vs fatalities 

Further, we need to establish the number of evacuated persons per one fatality. This requires more 

information, as evacuation and flood events have different frequencies and involve various groups of people. 

The number of expected evacuated persons per year would depend on the number of residents of an area at 

risk (in the Netherlands these are dike-rings), fraction of evacuated persons per event (η) and the yearly 

probability of evacuation (Pevacuation (yearly)), or: 

)(

)(
yearly

evacuationtotal
yearper

personsevacuated PNNE       [4] 

The expected number of fatalities per year in an area at risk would depend on the extent of flood in 

terms of affected persons (α, if not the whole area is flooded), the fraction of non-evacuated persons (1-η) – 

assuming it is the same throughout the whole area as the extent of flood is not known beforehand; the 

fraction of fatalities per flood event (φ) and the yearly probability of a flooding (Pflood (yearly)), or: 
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We define the ratio of frequency of evacuations to the frequency of floods as λ: 
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Combining expressions [4]-[6], the ratio of evacuated persons to the number of fatalities, ν, is: 

  






1)(
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fatalities

personsevacuated

NE

NE   
    [7] 

Expression [7] shows that ν depends on the number of evacuations per flood (λ), the extent of flood in 

the area (α), the fraction of residents evacuated (η) and those who remain in the area at risk (1-η), and the 

fraction of deaths per flood event (φ). So, the more frequent the evacuations, the more people get evacuated 
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and the fewer fatalities are expected per flood event, the higher the ν indicator.15 This means that in the areas 

where extreme water levels can be predicted well in advance (like riverside) most residents can be evacuated 

and few die, the ratio of evacuated persons to fatalities will be high. In other areas, where flood warnings are 

short (often, in the coastal areas), and few people can preventively be evacuated, the ratio of evacuated 

persons to fatalities will be low, also because more fatalities could be expected.  

Figure 2. Simulated frequency distribution of the the ratio of evacuated persons to the number of fatalities, ν 
(in intervals of 500). 
 
Assumed ranges of parameters, uniformly distributed: 5% to 95% in 10 steps of 10% for the number of evacuations per 
flood (λ), the extent of flood in the area (α), the fraction of residents evacuated (η); and a restricted range of 0.1% to 
10.1% (with 10 steps of 1%) for the fraction of deaths per flood event (φ). 

The ratio of evacuated persons to the number of fatalities is calculated following the formulae 
  







1
. 

Depicted quartiles: Q25%=580; Q50%(median)=2,716; Q75%=14,357. 
 

In order to have a better idea about the spread of the ratio of evacuated persons to the number of 

fatalities, we have constructed a simulated distribution for the ν parameter. We have thus considered the 

following ranges of dependent parameters: 5% to 95% uniformly distributed in 10 steps of 10% for the ratio 

of evacuations to floods (λ), the fraction of persons affected (α), the fraction of residents evacuated (η). For 

the fraction of deaths per flood event (φ), we restricted the selected range to the more realistic numbers 

found between 0.1% and 10.1% (with 10 steps of 1%).16 In Figure 2 the distribution of the ν parameter is 

displayed. We see that for the selected ranges of λ, α, η and φ, the simulated distribution of ν is characterized 

by a high frequency in the low values, and a relatively long right-hand tail. So, almost 23% of values are 

                                                 
15 Note that in cost-benefit terms, the optimal evacuation frequency is the one where the inconvenience costs of another 
evacuation is equal to the probability that an accident occurs times the expected value of immaterial damage. Material 
damage does not matter in the determination of the optimal frequency of evacuation, because it remains unaffected by 
the evacuation. 
16 See Jonkman (2007) for a literature overview on the average death rate in flooding. 
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below 500 evacuees per fatality, and almost as much, 21% are above 20,000, spreading up to the maximum 

of 36,100,000. The right tail is getting progressively thinner as the values of ν increase: only about 12.5% of 

the simulated values fall in the range of above 50,000, 2.5% - above 500,000 and merely 0.25% - above 

5,000,000. The median is 2,716 and the 90% confidence interval for this distribution of ν is found between 

67 and 190,900.  

Due to the fact that φ, the fraction of deaths per flood event,17 is directly and inversely related to ν, the 

ratio of evacuated persons to the number of fatalities, the final value of ν is highly sensitive to the assumed 

range of φ (we shall see it illustrated in the sample calculations for two typical areas below). So, the lower 

the φ, the higher the ν.18  

Table 8. Main parameters for the analysis of evacuation inconvenience.  

 Parameter Coastal area Riverside 

Probability of flooding 
)( yearly

floodP  1 / 10,000 1 / 1,250 

Probability of evacuation a 
)( yearly

evacuationP  1 / 200 1 / 200 

ratio of evacuations to floods λ 50 6.25 

fraction of persons evacuated a η 0.15 0.75 

fraction of persons affected a α 0.40 0.65 

fraction of fatalities b φ 1% - 5% 0.1% - 1% 

    

Number of evacuated persons to one fatality c ν 441 – 2,206 2,885 – 28,846 

Mark-up factor for the value of evacuation  
per one VOSL d 

κ 0.16 – 0.78 1.02 – 10.18 

a Source: HKV (2010) 
b Source: Klijn et al. (2004) 
c The ratio of evacuated persons to the number of fatalities is calculated following the formulae 
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d Mark-up factor for the value of evacuation per one VOSL is calculated following the formulae VOSLVOSE . 

Assumed VOSE is €2,400 and VOSL is €6.8 mln. 

 

                                                 
17 The same is true for parameter α, the extent of flood in the area. However, on a more practical level, the expected 
value of α should not vary greatly across various regions. Alternatively, parameter φ, the fraction of deaths per flood 
event, may differ by factor 10 or even 50 across the regions (as we shall see, expected fraction of fatalities at the 
riverside may be as low as 0.01% of affected population, and reach up to 5% in the coastal areas). 
18 For comparison, we have simulated another distribution of the ratio of evacuees to fatalities (let’s call it ν1) for the 
values of φ found between 5% to 95% in 10 steps of 10%, just as the assumed ranges of the other three indicators, λ, α 
and η. Now, the distribution of ν1 has ‘moved leftwards’ with a median of 33, the 90% confidence interval between 1 
and 90,000, and a maximum of 361,000. 
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Because the ν indicator has a relatively wide spread, we may expect that composition of immaterial 

damage varies across the areas different in terms of flood characteristics. We shall illustrate this by taking 

examples of two typical regions in the Netherlands. Let us start with an example of a dike-ring on the 

riverside. For the estimates of the parameters λ, α and η from formulae [7] we rely on the calculations done 

by HKV (2010) – see Table 8. Here, the projection is that evacuations will take place 6.25 times more often 

than floods (respective probabilities are once in 200 years vs once in 1,250 years). Experience shows that 

extreme water levels here can be forecasted at least 1 week beforehand, and therefore there is enough time 

for evacuation from the area for most of its residents. In most of the riverside areas about 65% of the 

inhabitants will get affected by a flood; and three quarters of the inhabitants would get evacuated per event. 

More uncertainty exists, however, with regard to the fraction of fatalities per event, as it depends on such 

factors as the type of flooding (overtopping or breaching of dikes), time of the year and time of the day, and 

on the weather conditions. It would, however, be reasonable to assume that the fraction of fatalities per flood 

event (φ) for the riverside areas would be found between 0.1% and 1% (Klijn et al., 2004). This means that 

we can obtain various ratios of evacuated persons to the number of fatalities: for φ1 = 1%, νriver(φ1) will be 

2,885. If this percentage decreases to φ2 = 0.1%, then νriver(φ2) will proportionately increase to 28,846.  

A different picture would be observed in the coastal areas in the Netherlands, where storm surges from 

the sea pose flood danger. The dike-ring of Central Holland is a typical coastal area with high population 

density and the highest protection level in the country, 1 in 10,000 per year. Here, HKV (2010) calculations 

show that evacuations are expected to be as frequent as at the riverside, 1 in 200 years (Table 8). This means 

that here the ratio of evacuations to floods is 50 to 1. Provided a relatively short warning time for coastal 

storm surges (24 to 48h), high population density, the extent of the area, and limited escape capacities, 

evacuation fraction would be expected to be low, reaching on the average 15%. It would be very unlikely – 

if not impossible – that the entire area of Central Holland is flooded; most floods would probably cover only 

a part of the dike-ring (depending on the place and the number of breaches), so that α would expectedly be 

about 40% in most scenarios. However, if a flood takes place, it would probably be a severe event 

characterized by high water depths, reaching in some places 4 to 6m. This means that we may expect a high 

fraction of human victims: 1% to 5% of people found in flooded area might die (Klijn et al., 2004). So, the 

ratio of evacuated persons to one fatality (νcoast) would range in such coastal area between 440 and 2,200.  
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Positioning the obtained ranges of νcoast and νriver for the two typical dike-ring areas in the Netherlands 

in the simulated distribution for the ratio of evacuated persons to one fatality (Figure 2), we can see that the 

range of νcoast (440; 2,200) is found below the median (2,716); and the range of the νriver (2,880; 28,850) is 

found just above the median. Both ranges fall within the CI90% interval of ν: so, slightly more than a quarter 

(26.3%) of values of ν will be found within the νcoast range, and about a third (32.3%) – within the νriver 

range. 20% of this simulated ν ratio distribution will fall below 400, and 17% - above 30,000.  

5.3 Composition of immaterial damages 

The relationship between the expected number of evacuees and fatalities can easily be translated in value 

terms, and represented as a mark-up factor, or perhaps a ‘surcharge’, for the value of evacuation per one 

VOSL, κ: 

VOSLVOSE       [8] 

Applying formulae [8], and assuming typical values of VOSL and VOSE (€6.8 mln and €2,400, 

respectively, see Section 4), we can also construct a distribution for this mark-up factor. Figure 3 depicts the 

distribution of κ per decile of the evacuees-fatalities ratio distribution (ν). So, we can see that about in half of 

the cases, value of evacutation will contribute up to a one VOSL to the total immaterial damages. In the 

other half of the cases, however, the mark-up factor κ will be higher than a single VOSL; for the last 10% of 

cases κ will lie above 25, up to almost 13,000 at the extreme. This explosive increase in κ is traced back to 

the long thin right-hand-side tail that we have observed by the ν distribution (see Figure 2). For the two 

typical flood-prone areas in the Netherlands, the respective mark-up factors will be as follows. For the 

riverside, κriver for the value of evacuation per one VOSL would then range roughly between 1 to 10 (similar 

results on fatality vs injury costs were obtained by Viscusi and Zeckhauser, 1994). For the coastal areas, 

κcoast would make 0.16 to at most 0.78. 
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Figure 3. Mark-up factor for the value of evacuation per one VOSL (κ), depicted per decile of the evacuees-
fatalities ratio distribution (ν).  
 
Mark-up factor for the value of evacuation per one VOSL is calculated following the formulae VOSLVOSE .  
Assumed VOSE is €2,400 and VOSL is €6.8 mln . 

 

Finally, to provide a ready-to-use overview, the injury, evacuation and fatality components can be 

expressed in percent of the total composition of immaterial damages. Because the value of evacuation can 

result in highly varying mark-up factors per one VOSL, the final composition of immaterial damages will 

depend on the particular values of ν and κ. For the sake of illustration, we shall pick the middle points of the 

ranges for κriver and κcoast (5 and 0.5, respectively), and see with which composition we will end up for the 

riverside and the coastal areas. From Figure 4 we learn that injuries make up the smallest portion of total 

immaterial damages in both cases; for the rest the two pictures are chalk and cheese. So, for the coastal 

areas, fatalities make up almost two thirds of the total immaterial damages (62.5%), and evacuation – about 

a third (31%). In the riverside areas, almost 82% of all immaterial damages are made up by the evacuation 

inconvenience and about one sixth (16.4%) – by fatalities. We recall that the two charts on Figure 4 are 

based on the mid-point values of κriver and κcoast,. For more extreme, though not unrealistic, cases of κriver = 

10 and κcoast, = 0.15, the relative composition of the immaterial damages would get even more skewed to the 

side of evacuations for the riverside areas (up to 90%), and to the side of fatalities for the coastal areas (up to 

80%). Clearly, the final composition of immaterial damages will depend on the number of factors connected 

to the nature of flood in the area. 
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Figure 4. Composition of total immaterial damages per dike-ring area (in percent). 
 
Assumptions: average expected mark-up factor of value of injuries per 1 fatality (coast and river: κINJ = 0.1), average 
expected mark-up factors of value of evacuation per 1 VOSL (κEVAC.coast = 0.5; κEVAC.river = 5). Typical values of 
immaterial damage are: VOSI = €92,000, VOSE = €2,400, VOSL = €6.8 mln. 

 

We note that when using this approach for policy assessments, a researcher should beware of the 

effects that policy measures themselves may have on the composite valuation of immaterial damages. So, 

some proposed measures aiming at reducing total expected immaterial damages, such as raising the dikes, 

would lead to a more or less proportional reduction in the expected numbers of fatalities, injuries and 

evacuations, so that ν and κ are expected to stay fixed for flood conditions dominating in a particular area. 

Alternatively, other measures, such as introduction of more stringent rules for evacuation resulting in more 

expected evacuations per one fatality, would increase the expected number of evacuations, but may decrease 

the expected numbers of fatalities and injuries. So, this may change ν and κ, and thus the relative weights of 

the immaterial damage components, but the resulting effect on the total value of immaterial damage is 

uncertain. Here, composite valuation of immaterial damage can help defining the optimal number of 

evacuations that would minimize the total value of immaterial damage. 

To summarise our findings, we observe that while it seems that VOSI obtained in Section 4 in absolute 

terms is a sizeable indicator (€92,000), on the aggregate level the value of injury is a relatively minor 

contributor relative to fatalities and evacuations to the total composite value of immaterial damages. This 

has to do with a relatively low expected number of injuries per one fatality in the event of a flood. 

Alternatively, a relatively moderate estimate of VOSE (€2,400), perhaps somewhat unexpectedly, has on 

average proven to add a more substantial surcharge on the total value of immaterial damages. Due to high 

variability in parameters that are necessary to determine the relation between the number of evacuated 

persons and one fatality, this ratio has a distribution with a long tail. So, the particular level of the 
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evacuation mark-up factor per VOSL depends on the area in question and is directly related to the nature of 

flood risk. Namely, in areas where floods can be forecasted well in advance (like in the case of river floods) 

and the majority of residents can be evacuated on a regular basis, the total value of evacuation can be a 

number of times higher than the total value of fatalities. At the same time, in the areas where flood warnings 

are short (like in the case of storm surges in the coastal areas), evacuations are less massive and expected 

fatalities are relatively high, the contribution of value of evacuation would make up less than that of 

fatalities. 

 

6 Conclusions and policy implications 

This study is based on a survey on the valuation of flood risk conducted in 2008 in four flood-prone areas in 

the Netherlands. The proposed level of fatality risk was small (in the range of 10-6 to 10-5) compared to a 

range usually valued in similar studies. The current study has also offered a separate simultaneous valuation 

of fatality risk, VOSL, value of statistical injury and value of statistical evacuation, which presumably also 

resulted in unconfounded VOSL estimate (see Bočkarjova et al. 2010). It is also new to the valuation 

literature that VOSL is estimated in the natural hazard context. Moreover, simultaneously estimated and well 

validated VOSI and VOSE in the context of flooding are not known to the authors. 

Our following conclusion is that numerically, our obtained indicators are plausible and reflect findings 

elsewhere in the literature. The resulting mean VOSL is about 6.3-7.2 million euros per additional statistical 

life saved, or fatality avoided; the value of evacuation inconvenience, mean VOSE, is between 2,300-2,500 

euros per evacuation; and the value of inconvenience associated with injury, VOSI, is 91,000-102,000 euros 

per injury. Concerning the technical part of this study, we can conclude that, first, in all mixed logit models 

(basic and extended) the estimated risk parameters, and thus the indicators of our interest – VOSL, VOSE 

and VOSI – remain robust across the various assumed distributions. Second, all average parameter estimates 

from mixed logit models are also found within narrow margins from the respective point estimates obtained 

in the multinomial logit models. Both these findings provide evidence in favour of a fair degree of reliability 

of our estimates. 

Our final conclusion is that it is important to consider other indicators (such as VOSI and VOSE 

suggested here) alongside with VOSL to obtain the total value of immaterial damages. The total composition 
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of immaterial damages would further depend on the nature of flood risk in a particular area. So, if we take 

a look at the composition of immaterial damages in the Netherlands (Figure 4), adding together the 

costs of fatalities, injuries and evacuations, we can see that value of injuries would contribute no 

more than 10% to the total immaterial damages. The value of evacuation, however, appears to be 

less predictable, and varies depending on the area and the nature of flood danger. For example, in 

the riverside areas in the Netherlands where extreme water levels can timely be predicted and the 

majority of residents can be evacuated, the value of evacuation would be relatively high, making up 

3/4 to 9/10 of the total immaterial damages depending on the assumptions about the frequency of 

evacuations, fraction of evacuated persons per event and fraction of fatalities per flooding. For the 

coastal areas where storm surges are less predictable and where only a small fraction of 

inhabitants can timely be evacuated, evacuations surcharge per one fatality would be substantially 

lower and vary, again depending on the circumstances, from 1/3 to 1/2 of the total immaterial 

damages. Fatalities, on the other hand, would make up here at least a half of the total costs. 

Our findings on the magnitude and composition of valuated immaterial damages have a number of 

implications for policy that are of general character as well as specific to the situation in the Netherlands. 

First, valuation of fatality risk in flood (a typical VOSL of €6.8 mln) is higher than the respective indicator 

obtained in the context of transport safety (VOSL=€2.2 mln, see Wijnen et al. 2009) and that is currently 

adopted in CBA of flood protection measures in the Netherlands. This pleads for a higher monetary value of 

benefits in relation to avoided fatalities connected to better flood protection measures. Second, composite 

valuation of immaterial damage shows the importance of including differentiated indicators of immaterial 

damage alongside with valued fatalities (VOSL) in cost-benefit analyses, such as value of statistical injury 

(VOSI) and value of statistical evacuation (VOSE), which can substantially contribute to the composite 

value of avoided immaterial damages. As we have shown, under some risk conditions the VOSL might 

make but a fraction of total immaterial damages, and so inclusion of the VOSL alone in a cost-benefit 

analysis may not be representative of total immaterial damages, and in some cases even significantly 

underestimate these. Finally, the observed discrepancy in the relative weights of various components of 

immaterial damage (and we have considered only three of them in this study) between various areas with 
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differing flood risks points at the necessity to consider area-specific immaterial damages when conducting 

CBA, also provided the effects that particular policy measures may have on the expected height and 

composition of immaterial damages. 
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Appendix A: DESCRIPTION OF THE CHOICE EXPERIMENT 

The choice situation was described as follows (translation from Dutch) and was accompanied by a sample 
choice card as shown below: 

“Imagine that you have decided to move for some overriding reason, and you are 
considering buying a house. You have seen two identical houses that suit your requirements 
in terms of the type of house, number of bedrooms, surface/volume and land, and they have 
the same price.  

Both houses are located in a polder, and these polders are equivalent: equally big, beautiful, 
accessible, the residential areas have same provisions and comfort, etc. These characteristics 
should not play a role in your decision which house you will buy. 

In one of the polders (A), flood can be predicted in advance and an evacuation arrangement 
is in place, which means that every inhabitant of the polder is obliged to comply with an 
evacuation bevel. In this case, the plan will work well and all the inhabitants of the polder 
will be evacuated on time so that no one runs a risk of dying in a flood if it takes place. 
Note, that in case evacuation takes place, it will approximately last for 1 week. 

On the other hand, in the other polder (B), it is not possible to predict flood enough in 
advance to carry out preventive evacuation. This means, that evacuation in this polder is not 
possible, and you, just as every polder resident, are running some risk of dying or getting an 
injury in a flood. In case of injury, you might think of broken parts, contusions, blunt 
traumas, lacerations hypothermia, electrical shocks, for which hospitalisation would be 
necessary. 

You also have to pay a water board tax in each polder, which is spent on flood protection. 

Answering this question, consider only the probabilities of flood and preventive evacuation, 
the expected number of flood fatalities and injuries. Please, ignore for a moment the 
presence of all other risks connected to an event of flood (assume, for example, that 
government will compensate all your material damages if a flood takes place). 

Try to consider all shown characteristics. 
You will see five screens with choice possibilities, where every time the levels of the shown 
characteristics will change. 

In which polder would you prefer to buy a house?” 
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Appendix B: ATTRIBUTE LEVELS USED IN THE CHOICE EXPERIMENT 

 
Alternative with a possibility for evacuation: 
P(evacuation) in the coming 50 years – 5 levels: 
10 : 400 25 : 400 50 : 400 100 : 400 200 : 400 
Local community Tax per year – 3 levels: 
€60 €80 €100 
 
Alternative without a possibility for evacuation: 
P(fatality) in the coming 50 years – 5 levels: 
2 : 40,000 5 : 40,000 10 : 40,000 15 : 40,000 20 : 40,000 
P(injury) in the coming 50 years – 5 levels: 
20 : 40,000 50 : 40,000 100 : 40,000 150 : 40,000 200 : 40,000 
Local community Tax per year – 3 levels: 
€30 €40 €45 
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Appendix C: TABLES 
 

Table C1. MNL estimate: a short model. 

Variable Coeff. std.error P-value Sign. 

CE ATTRIBUTES   
ASC(evacuation) 1.109 0.163 0.0000 *** 
P(evacuation) -0.036 0.009 0.0000 *** 
P(fatality) -97.506 12.985 0.0000 *** 
P(injury) -1.315 0.867 0.1294  
TAX -14.266 2.170 0.0000 *** 
     
     

N observations (choice cards) 2685    

Log likelihood function -1600    

Restricted log likelihood function -1861    

Pseudo R2 0.1403    

Adjusted R2 0.1387    

AIC 1.1956    
     
VOSL ‡ €6.835 mln    

VOSE (value of stat. evacuation)‡ €2,517     
VOSI  (value of stat. injury) ‡ €92,183    

*, **, *** - statistical significance at respectively 10%, 5% and 1% level. 
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Table C2. MNL estimate: an extended model. 

Variable Coeff. std.error P-value Sign. 

CE ATTRIBUTES   
ASC(evacuation) 1.10 0.164 0.0000 *** 
P(evacuation) -0.04 0.009 0.0000 *** 
P(fatality) -104.76 16.01 0.0000 *** 
P(injury) -1.35 0.878 0.1229   
TAX -6.89 2.951 0.0197 ** 

COVARIATES    
Interaction with Tax attribute    

INCOME high  
(8-10 deciles) 

3.03 2.67 0.2557   

No INCOME stated -3.67 2.07 0.0764 * 
University degree (HBO+) -2.77 2.06 0.1782   
AGE 18-34 -15.77 2.63 0.0000 *** 
Good HEALTH (8 to 10) -3.76 1.90 0.0470 ** 
GENDER (male) 0.47 1.90 0.8037   
Own PROPERTY -2.37 2.07 0.2539   

Interaction with P(fatality) attribute    
RURAL -39.30 26.25 0.1343   
Coastal area -0.32 14.95 0.9832   
OWN experience 
(flood / evacuation) 

44.07 17.95 0.0141 ** 

   
     

N observations (choices) 2685    

Log likelihood function -1569    

Restricted log likelihood function -1861    

Pseudo R2 0.157    

Adjusted R2 0.152    

AIC 1.180    
     
VOSL ‡ €7.040 mln    

VOSE (value of stat. evacuation)‡ €2,554    
VOSI  (value of stat. injury) ‡ €95,689    

*, **, *** - statistical significance at respectively 10%, 5% and 1% level. 
‡ - weighted at covariate sample means 
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Table C3. Mixed logit estimate with normal mixing distribution for random parameters ASC(evacuation) 
and P(fatal) and with panel structure: a short model (5,000 Halton draws). 

Variable Coeff. std.error P-value Sign. 

CE ATTRIBUTES   
ASC(evacuation) 2.860 0.367 0.0000 *** 
P(evacuation) -0.085 0.013 0.0000 *** 
P(fatality) -239.773 45.744 0.0000 *** 
P(injury) -3.260 1.484 0.0281 ** 
TAX -35.526 3.515 0.0000 *** 

STD. RANDOM PARAMETERS    
Std. ASC (evacuation alternative) 3.838 0.457 0.0000 *** 
Std. P(fatality) 124.916 46.835 0.0076 *** 

    
DIAGONAL VALUES IN CHOLESKY MATRIX    

ASC(evacuation) 3.838 0.457 0.0000 *** 
P(fatality) 126.205 46.733 0.0069 *** 

BELOW DIAGONAL VALUES IN CHOLESKY 

MATRIX 
   

ASC(evacuation) : P(fatality) -17.989 72.544 0.8042  
   
     

N observations (choices) 2685    

Iterations completed 28    

Log likelihood function -1157    

Restricted log likelihood function -1861    

Pseudo R2 0.277    

Adjusted R2 0.275    

AIC 0.868    
     
VOSL ‡ €6.749 mln    
VOSE (value of stat. evacuation)‡ €2,383    

VOSI  (value of stat. injury) ‡ €91,768    

 
*, **, *** - statistical significance at respectively 10%, 5% and 1% level. 
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Table C4. Mixed logit estimate with normal mixing distribution for random parameters ASC(evacuation) 
and P(fatal) and with panel structure: an extended model (5,000 Halton draws). 

Variable Coeff. std.error P-value Sign. 

CE ATTRIBUTES   
ASC(evacuation) 2.73 0.36 0.0000 *** 
P(evacuation) -0.08 0.01 0.0000 *** 
P(fatality) -244.34 49.01 0.0000 *** 
P(injury) -3.49 1.51 0.0205 ** 
TAX -19.48 7.05 0.0057 *** 

COVARIATES    
Interaction with Tax attribute    

INCOME high  
(8-10 deciles) 

9.47 7.53 0.2090 . 

No INCOME stated -2.41 5.95 0.6861 . 
University degree (HBO+) 2.80 5.79 0.6289 . 
AGE 18-34 -29.19 7.52 0.0001 *** 
Good HEALTH (8 to 10) -9.33 5.38 0.0828 * 
GENDER (male) -0.77 5.41 0.8876 . 
Own PROPERTY -9.65 5.89 0.1010 . 

Interaction with P(fatality) attribute    
RURAL -144.57 77.65 0.0626 * 
Coastal area -5.83 41.95 0.8894 . 
OWN experience 
(flood / evacuation) 

73.25 50.37 0.1459 . 

    
STD. RANDOM PARAMETERS    

Std. ASC (evacuation alternative) 3.72 0.43 0.0000 *** 
Std. P(fatality) 123.26 51.23 0.0161 ** 

    
DIAGONAL VALUES IN CHOLESKY MATRIX    

ASC(evacuation) 3.72 0.43 0.0000 *** 
P(fatality) 122.95 50.48 0.0149 ** 

BELOW DIAGONAL VALUES IN CHOLESKY 

MATRIX 
   

ASC(evacuation) : P(fatality) -8.63 67.00 0.8975  
   
     

N observations (choices) 2685    

Iterations completed 54    

Log likelihood function -1145    

Restricted log likelihood function -1433    

Pseudo R2 0.385    

Adjusted R2 0.381    

AIC 0.867    
     
VOSL ‡ €7.197 mln    
VOSE (value of stat. evacuation)‡ €2,402    

VOSI  (value of stat. injury) ‡ €101,840    

 
*, **, *** - statistical significance at respectively 10%, 5% and 1% level. 
‡ - weighted at covariate sample means 

 


